Invest in IT with
a perfect fit –
every time!

Just imagine you could cut the time you need for the construction of virtualization and cloud infrastructures by 40 percent and your
costs by 30 percent, without the risks involved in a typical do-it-yourself project. PRIMEFLEX vShape offers simplicity and savings
because all the required functionality is consolidated in one infrastructure stack.
PRIMEFLEX vShape’s reference architectures frees you from the worries associated with a configuration of your own, and guarantees a
tested, perfectly synchronized combination of reliable components. It’s like having a suit that is custom-tailored for every situation.
The powerful server/storage combination
Fujitsu and NetApp can look back on more than 20 years of intensive cooperation in development and thousands of customer
projects. And that pays off – for you! The outstanding performance of the server/storage combination from Fujitsu and NetApp in
practice is also reflected in the benchmarking conducted by VMware*: PRIMEFLEX vShape is the ideal solution for virtual
environments – and a perfect fit from day one!
*PRIMEFLEX vShape finishes in the top of the ranking
in the VMware VMARK benchmarks “Performance only”,
“Performance with Server Power” and “Performance with
Server and Storage Power”.

Learn more:
www.fujitsu.com/fts/vshape

Slip into an IT solution
that grows with your
requirements and is
easy on your budget

If your tasks as a CIO are becoming ever more complex: What path will you take to deliver greater performance without spending
more money and needing more space? Our suggestion: Take advantage of a complete solution that lets you cope with rapidly
increasing data volumes without capacity or performance problems – and can be integrated in a matter of hours: PRIMEFELX vShape!
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■ quality
■ durable
■ life-long
guarantee

READY TO START

ADAPTABLE

ALWAYS FAST

LONG-TERM

BEST SERVER/

RIGHT AWAY

AT ANY TIME

Rapid, riskfree
implementation of
all the necessary
components.

You define the
balance between
capacity, memory, VMs
and performance.

Maximum reliability
and extremely short
response times thanks
to flash technology.

INVESTMENT
SECURITY

STORAGE
COMBINATION

A convergent implementation based on highly
scalable and modular
reference architectures.

Fujitsu PRIMERGY server
– based on industry
standards – together
with NetApp’s cloud-ready data management
solutionyou obtain an
ideal IT combination
that has proven itself in
thousands of projects.

*PRIMEFLEX vShape finishes in the top of the ranking in the VMware VMARK benchmarks “Performance only”,
“Performance with Server Power” and “Performance with Server and Storage Power”.

Learn more:
www.fujitsu.com/fts/vshape

